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Abstract— We have developed a method using polynomial cor-
rection derived from a finite element model (FEM) to correct spa-
tial linearity of scintillation detectors that use position sensitive
avalanche photodiodes (PSAPD). A PSAPD is a planar avalanche
photodiode with a resistive coating that allows continuous, but
non-linear, positioning of scintillation light pulses over the entire
active area. The spatial response of a scintillation crystal array
coupled to a PSAPD shows a characteristic pincushion distortion
when using a linear center of mass positioning calculation. A
finite element simulation was used to derive the spatial response
function for the PSAPD detector, and then used to calculate a
polynomial linearity correction. We performed spatial linearity
correction of several flood histograms from a 22Na point source
on discrete, scored and continuous crystal arrays of lutetium
orthosilicate (LSO). For discrete arrays, spatial linearity correc-
tion improves crystal segmentation by correcting the pincushion
distorted peaks in the 2-D crystal positioning histogram. For
continuous sheets, spatial linearity correction allows for linear
positioning over the central part of the crystal array without the
use of time consuming spatial calibration measurements.

Index Terms— Linearity, Finite Element Model, Position Sen-
sitive Avalanche Photodiode, PSAPD

I. INTRODUCTION

ASemiconductor photodetector converts the scintillation
light into a charge density distribution of electron-

hole pairs. After amplification from an avalanche process,
the charge density will create a 2-D potential distribution
on the resistive sheet on the back of the position sensitive
avalanche photodiode (see Fig. 1). Using a linear center of
mass positioning algorithm, the resistive sheet has a non-
linear mapping between event location and detected position.
With the assumption that the entire process from scintilla-
tion light through event positioning may be described as a
mapping (one-to-one and onto), the operator that maps the
event position to detected position can be inverted to remove
the positioning non-linearity. A Positive Sensitive Avalanche
photodiode(PSAPD) uses a resistive sheet to split the charge
into four corner contacts [1], [2]. The spatial response of the
PSAPD to scintillation events has a non-linear pincushion
distortion. By solving the ideal spatial response function of
a resistive sheet charge division readout, the spatial response
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TABLE I
DEFINITIONS

Lpositioning Positioning operator
Ldetector Charge potential operator
Lcrystal Light distribution operator

φ(~x) Light photon density distribution for a single event
Q(x, y) 2-D potential

~E Electric field
~J Current density
~x Event location
∇ Gradient
∆ Laplacian

δ0(~x) Offset delta function
Ωsquare Square sheet domain

∂Ω Boundary of square sheet domain
~c Corner contacts of boundary sheet domain
I Current

P0, P1 4 channel projection matrices
~y PSAPD event location

〈Lpoly

order
| ·〉 2-D Polynomial expansion operator

A Polynomial linearity correction coefficient
ŷ PSAPD event location expanded onto polynomial basis

~ymeas Measured event position
ŷmeas Measured event position expanded onto polynomial basis

can be corrected and made more linear. A more linear spatial
response helps simplify crystal segmentation. It can also be
used to provide linear positioning for a sheet crystal.

II. SPATIAL RESPONSE OF A PSAPD

A gamma ray interaction in the scintillation crystal volume
will create a light distribution centered at ~x that is converted
into a charge density φ(~x) and amplified by the avalanche
process in the PSAPD detector.

φ(~x) = 〈Lcrystal | ~γ(x, y, z)〉 (1)

The charge distribution centered at ~x will form a 2-D potential,
Q(x, y) on the resistive sheet of the PSAPD.

Q(x, y) = 〈Ldetector | φ(~x)〉 (2)
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Fig. 1. The PSAPD is a planar avalance photodiode with a resistive sheet
patterned on the backside of the device. 4 corner contacts are fabricated on the
top of the resistive sheet. Charge sensitive preamplifiers amplify the charge
collected from the corners. The energy, position, and time of a scintillation
event can be determined by digitizing the the 4 channels.

By reading out the 4 corners of the resistive sheet, the 2-D
potential will map to the detected event position ~ymeas with
the pincushion distortion.

~ymeas = 〈Lpositioning | Q(x, y)〉 (3)

If we assume
(

Lcrystal ◦ Ldetector ◦ Lpositiong
)

is one-to-one
and onto, we can solve for the potential on the resistive sheet
and use this to correct for the non-linear spatial response due
to the resistive sheet. Poisson’s Heat equation can be used to
describe the relation between the injected charge on a resistive
sheet and the potential on the surface as a function of space and
time. If the parasitic capacitance of the photodiode is assumed
to be much smaller than that of the resistive sheet, Poisson’s
heat equation reduces to the steady state Laplace’s equation.

Q(x, y) = < , ~x = 〈x, y〉 ∈ Ωsquare (4)

~E = ∇Q , ∇ ≡ 〈
∂

∂x
,

∂

∂y
〉 , ~E = σ · ~J, (5)

∇· ~E = 0 , ∇·(∇Q) = 0 , ∆Q = 0 , ∆ ≡
∂2

∂2x
+

∂2

∂2y
(6)

Since Laplace’s equation is linear under a center of mass calcu-
lation, we can replace the non-uniform, circularly symmetric
charge distribution of a scintillation event as a single point
injection at ~x of steady state current.

∆Q = δ0(~x) (7)

The ratio of charge collected by each of the 4 corner contacts
can be determined by the solution of Laplace’s equation on a
square sheet with insulating boundaries and corner contacts.

∇Q · ~n = 0 , ~n = ∂Ω (8)

The corner contacts are modeled as fixed ground potentials.

Q(~c) = 0 , ~c = {〈−1,−1〉 , 〈−1, 1〉 , 〈1,−1〉 , 〈1, 1〉} (9)

The charge recorded by a spatial channel is proportional the
magnitude of the of the current density field evaluated at the
corner.

I(~c) ∝ ‖J(~c)‖ (10)

I(~c) ∝
1

σ
‖∇Q(~c)‖ , I ≡

1

σ

√

(

∂

∂x

)2

+

(

∂

∂y

)2

(11)

III. FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION

Finite element simulation (FEM) can be used to solve
Laplace’s equation using finite differences on the square
(−1, 1). For each position ~x ∈< x, y > on the square, an
impulse of current is injected and the potential is solved over
a 201x201 element grid (see Fig. 2(a)). The magnitude of the
current densities evaluated at the corners for each discretized
event position are recorded as the corner spatial signals.

ȧ = I(〈−1, 1〉)

ḃ = I(〈1, 1〉)
ċ = I(〈1,−1〉)

ḋ = I(〈−1,−1〉)

(12)

The corner spatial signals for channels A through D are then
projected onto a 2-D coordinate space, ~y, using projections
P0 and P1 defined in Eq. 14 and 15. For each event position
on a uniform grid ~x, we now have a detected event position
~y.

~y =
P0[ ȧ ḃ ċ ḋ ]

P1[ ȧ ḃ ċ ḋ ]
(13)

P lin
0

=









1 1
−1 1
1 −1
−1 −1









, P lin
1

=









1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1









(14)

P ratio
0

=









1 0
0 1
−1 0
0 −1









, P ratio
1

=









1 0
0 1
1 0
0 1









(15)

We have identified two different projectors for the positioning
calculation (see Eq. 14 and Eq. 15). The first projector (Eq.
14) corresponds to the standard weighted mean of the four
corner signals to obtain position ((a− b) + (c− d)/sum) and
(a−c)+(b−d)/sum) and leads to the spatial response in Fig.
2(b). The second projector (Eq. 15) corresponds to only using
two diagonally opposed corner signals at a time for positioning
((a− c)/(a + c) and (b− d)/(b + d)) and leads to the spatial
response in Fig. 2(c). Both of these methods suffer from spatial
non-linearity.

IV. LINEARITY CORRECTION

The spatial response between the event position and the de-
tected position can be inverted to provide a linearity correction.
The detected position can be expanded using a 2-D polynomial
basis. The coefficients, A, that map from the expansion onto
a the uniform grid can be solved by using the pseudo-inverse.

ŷ = 〈Lpoly
order | ~y〉 ≡

[

~y ~y2 ~y3 · · · ~yorder
]

(16)

Aŷ = ~x (17)
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(a) 2-D potential solved for a point injec-
tion of current at the center

(b) Linear center of mass projection
spatial response using P lin

0
and P lin

1
,

Eq. 14

(c) Ratio projection spatial response using P ratio
0

and
P ratio

1
, Eq. 15

Fig. 2. The FEM simulation is run for every possible event position and the 2-D potential (Fig. 2(a)) is calculated. The spatial response function is determined
from projection from the 4 channels onto a < x, y > plane (Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)). The pincushion distortion is present for both projections, but has more
non-linearity for linear (blue Fig. 2(b)) than corner ratio (red Fig. 2(c)) calculation.

A = ~xŷT
(

ŷŷT
)

−1 (18)

Measured events ~ymeas expanded onto the same 2-D polyno-
mial basis ŷmeas can be corrected by multiplication by the
correction coefficients A.

Aŷmeas
∼= ~x (19)

V. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS

We tested the polynomial correction technique and several
22Na flood histograms of cerium-doped lutetium oxyorthosil-
icate(LSO) [3] scintillation crystals coupled to a 8 mm x
8 mm PSAPD device. We are using these arrays for high
performance positron emission tomography applications [4],
[5]. The device was biased to -1740V at room temperature.
The device was readout using 4 Cremat 110 preamplifiers
connected to a 500 ns Gaussian shaper and 4 channel National
instruments DAQ. The continuous sheet consisted of a 8 mm
x 8 mm x 1 mm LSO crystal that was coupled to the device
using optical grease and covered with several layers of Teflon
reflector. We also used an 8 x 3 array of 1 mm x 1 mm x 3
mm LSO crystals with the large face (1 mm x 3 mm) of each
crystal coupled to the device. Lastly, we used a 2-D scored
sheet crystal of 8 mm x 8 mm x 2 mm. A 2-D scored sheet
crystal [6] has a pattern of 8 cuts on a 1 mm pitch by 2 cuts on
a 3 mm pitch on the top surface that are 1 mm deep. On the
bottom surface, there are a pattern of 7 cuts on a 1 mm pitch
by 3 cuts that are offset by 500 µm and 1.5 mm, respectively,
from the cuts of the upper surface. The spatial encoded light
sharing determines of whether the top 1 mm or the bottom 1
mm can be distinguished by unique peaks created in the flood
histogram. We used a 5th order polynomial to fit the spatial
response function.

VI. RESULTS

The polynomial correction improved the linearity of the
three different crystal geometries(see Fig. 3). The sheet crystal

could not be fully corrected because the assumption that the
Lcrystal is an invertible mapping does not hold when there
exists scintilaltion light fold back at the edge of the sheet
crystal. Fold back exists when two positions map to the same
location and will give rise to hot edges in a flood histogram
that can be see in Fig. 3(a). The linearity in the 8 x 3
array was substantially improved in Fig. 3(b) which led to
improved crystal segmentation. The crystals in 8 x 3 array are
rectangular and give rise to non-circular crystal histograms.
Automated segmentation of the flood histogram is easier when
the crystal peaks are on a more regular grid. The banana shape
of the corner crystals is mis-segmented in Fig. 3(b) in the
uncorrected flood histogram but correctly segmented in the
corrected histogram. It was also easier to identify the crystal
histogram peaks in the scored 2-D array in Fig. 3(c) after
correction.

VII. DISCUSSION

The simplified assumptions of the FEM model doesn’t take
into account the significant blurring of the spatial response
of the scintillation crystal because of noise in the readout
electronics and the PSAPD. Overlaying the flood histograms
onto the calculated spatial response function leaves many
events outside the domain of the spatial response function.
The spatial response is very narrow in the corners in Fig. 2(b).
A small amout of noise from the readout or the PSAPD will
blur events outside this narrow domain. Events outside of the
domain of the spatial response function will be mispositioned
when corrected. We chose a low order polynomial so that
we didn’t have problems if events were slightly outside the
domain of the fit. Also, the measured events are also scaled
by a constant that makes sure almost all events fall within the
domain of the spatial response function. By scaling down the
flood histogram, the ”gain” or amount of correction is reduced,
which is why some non-linearity still remains.
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(a) 8 mm x 8 mm x 1 mm continous LSO sheet crystal before and after
correction

(b) A 8 x 3 array of 1 mm x 1 mm x 3 mm LSO discrete crystals before
and after correction

(c) A scored 2-D 8 mm x 8 mm x 2 mm sheet with 500 µm offset 1
mm pitch by 3 mm pitch 500 µm depth cuts before and after correction

Fig. 3. Three different 22Na flood histograms of LSO scintillation crystals are linearity corrected by a 2-D polynomial derived from FEM simulation. All
crystals are placed on the detector with the large area face coupled to the detector. This gives very the best light detection efficiency. The continuous sheet
in Fig. 3(a) is only partially corrected since it cannot corrected for the fold back seen at the edges. The sheet crystal does not satisfy the assumption that
its operator (Lcrystal) is an invertible mapping (one-to-one and onto) because around the edge there are 2 or more positions that map to the same location.
Linearity correction improves segmentation of discrete crystal arrays (Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)) because it allows simpler boundaries to be draw around crystals.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The pincushion non-linearity of the PSAPD can be corrected
by a polynomial correction. The polynomial correction can be
determined from a finite element model solution of Laplace’s
equation on a insulating sheet with corner contacts. The
correction can be used for the inner part of a sheet crystal
to provide a more linear mapping between detected position
and event position. For discrete crystals, the linearity correc-
tion improves crystal segmentation by allowing for simpler
boundaries to be drawn around crystals.
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